REVEL IS MORE THAN ARCHITECTURE WITH AN OCEAN VIEW IT IS ARCHITECTURE
WITH AN OCEAN VIEWPOINT
Design with Sense of Place is Environment for
Inspiration and Entertainment
REVEL BEACH, Atlantic City, NJ – Revel in Atlantic City stands at the edge of both the ocean and
the future of the resort experience in the region. Revel incorporates the influence of the
Boardwalk location’s dominant feature – the ocean – in shaping its physical presence and the
guest experience.
Revel is designed to reflect and complement the natural environment around it; its glass hotel
tower soars above the beachfront to give each of the 1,800 rooms a sweeping ocean view. The
façade sparkles in the sun, captures snapshots of passing clouds, and surrounds guests with ocean
views even if they turn away from the shoreline. The building’s podium is gracefully sculpted as if
by the waves at its feet.
Atop the podium is The Sky Garden, an outdoor sanctuary that floats 114 feet above sea level, and
fringes the curves of the building with a ribbon of landscaped space that flows into a pool area. A
stand of pines and marsh grasses accented by seasonal plantings connects the ocean resort to its
Northeast location, but also draws activity from the inside lobby out into the open air for social
gatherings around one of the fire pits or a quiet moment as the sun rises over the Atlantic Ocean.
The influence of the ocean is felt throughout the interior of the resort with restaurants situated to
maximize views, living room areas in the lobby warmed by natural light and walls that mirror the
contour of the exterior curves. Social areas flow from inside to outside, outdoor to indoor spaces
transition along thoughtful sightlines only separated for a moment by glass. The InOut pool
literally flows from the indoor Revel lobby to the outdoor deck; sit inside or sit outside by the pool,
swim between your choices. The emphasis at Revel is on design that simplifies the movement
between activities for guests and never loses its connection to the ocean.
The design of this Revel property was conceptualized by Bernardo Fort-Brescia of Arquitectonica,
a firm renown for its coastal architecture. Their work has helped to redefine South Beach and
other entertainment destinations. Michael Prifti of BLT Architects directed its realization as
architect of record, bringing their experience with the largest, most innovative casino
developments of recent years. Theatrical designers Sceno Plus contributed to the reimagining of
interior spaces including the casino. Sceno Plus has worked extensively in producing creatively
challenging designs for Cirque du Soleil productions.
To start your Revel journey, visit www.revelresorts.com. To receive the latest updates on Revel,
become a fan on Facebook at www.facebook.com/revel and follow @revelresorts on
Twitter. Revel is located on the Boardwalk at Connecticut Avenue in Atlantic City, New Jersey.
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